ABSTRACT. For a separated proximity space, a decomposition of the Stone-Cech compactification is presented which produces the Smirnov compactification and its basic properties by elementary arguments without recourse to clusters or totally bounded uniformities.
A has a finite subcover, say {Na(1), Na(2) Na(n)}; and the neighbourhood U a(i) Ua (2 (X n (SX Z)) X N Z. Since x e {x} and z e X 0 Z this gives x z.
The final verificational step in the construction is to check that 8 is a proximityisomorphism between (X,6) and the proximity subspace 8(X) of (oX,A): Now if p,q were not %-related we would be able to find neighbourhoods P,Q (respectively) of them such that P N X Q X; however, this gives us X Q >> P 0 X from which (2. 3) produces the contradiction that Q intersects B N (X Q). 
